DISPOSABLE N95 MASKS PASS QUALITATIVE FIT-TEST BUT HAVE DECREASED FILTRATION EFFICIENCY AFTER COBALT-60 GAMMA IRRADIATION
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ABSTRACT

The current COVID-19 pandemic has led to a dramatic shortage of masks and other personal protective equipment (PPE) in hospitals around the globe [1]. One component of PPE that is in particular demand are disposable N95 face masks. To alleviate this, many methods of N95 mask sterilization have been studied and proposed with the hope of being able to safely reuse masks [2]. Two major considerations must be made when re-sterilizing masks: (1) the sterilization method effectively kills pathogens, penetrating into the fibers of the mask, and (2) the method does not degrade the operational integrity of the N95 filters.

We studied Cobalt-60 (⁶⁰Co) gamma irradiation as a method of effective sterilization without inducing mask degradation. Significant literature exists supporting the use of gamma radiation as a sterilization method, with viral inactivation of SARS-CoV reported at doses of at most 10 kGy [3], with other studies supporting 5 kGy for many types of viruses [4]. However, concerns have been raised about the radiation damaging the fiber material within the mask, specifically by causing cross-linking of polymers, leading to cracking and degradation during fitting and/or deployment [5, 6].

A set of 3M 8210 and 9105 masks were irradiated using MIT’s ⁶⁰Co irradiator. Three masks of each type received 0 kiloGray (kGy), 10 kGy and 50 kGy of approximately 1.3 MeV gamma radiation from the circular cobalt sources, at a dose rate of 2.2kGy per hour.

Following this sterilization procedure, the irradiated masks passed a OSHA Gerson Qualitative Fit Test QLFT 50 (saccharin apparatus) [7] when donned correctly, performed at the Brigham and Women’s Hospital, in a blinded study repeated in triplicate. However, the masks’ filtration of 0.3 μm particles was significantly degraded, even at 10 kGy.

These results suggest against gamma, and possibly all ionizing radiation, as a method of disposable N95 sterilization. Even more importantly, they argue against using the qualitative fit test alone to assess mask integrity.
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Introduction

An N95 mask, when fitted correctly, blocks 95% of 0.3 micron particles, and provides an important barrier against disease transmission as part of a healthcare provider’s personal protective equipment (PPE). Unfortunately, a shortage of N95 masks globally amidst the COVID-19 pandemic [1] has forced healthcare providers in hard hit areas to use a single mask for hours or days at time- or simply go without adequate personal protective equipment (PPE) [8, 9].

Given the ease of access to N95 masks during normal times, much remains unknown about the efficacy of various sterilization mechanisms on disposable masks since there is little impetus to reuse these masks outside of major disaster and pandemic events. Several methods of sterilizing N95 masks between uses are currently being studied across the world. The advantages of these methods and concerns regarding their use are summarized in Table 1. Vaporized hydrogen peroxide and EtO treatments in particular are described in detail by Viscusi et al (2009) [2]; UV treatment procedures are described in Darnell & Taylor (2006) and Kumar et al (2015) [10].

Both gamma and electron sources have been shown to accomplish viral inactivation in other arenas, such as food and mail sterilization. While the literature does not yet report on SARS-CoV2 itself, gamma ray radiation doses of between 5 and 10 kGy have been shown to achieve 4 log₁₀ reduction of most viruses, including other single stranded RNA viruses [4, 11]. In particular, a 2019 study SARS-CoV was reported to be inactivated by a dose of 10 kGy, although lower doses were not studied [3]; and a 2015 study showed a 5 log₁₀ reduction of MERS-CoV [10] with 10 kGy. Electron beam sterilization generally requires higher dose for the same inactivat-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Concerns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Gamma radiation (\(^{60}\)Co, \(^{137}\)Cs, linear accelerators) | Gamma radiation shown to work well for viral inactivation; used in food sterilization  
High range of gamma radiation enables batch sterilization for higher throughput, large volumes  
High range of gamma radiation also enables sterilization inside biosafety container, easing transport and handling | High doses of gamma radiation can degrade some polymers; irradiation process may take time depending on source strength; gamma ray irradiation imparts the masks with a faint odor (result from this study). |
| Electron beam                      | High, tunable beam current and dose rate  
Widely used in pharmaceutical sterilization | High doses of electron radiation can degrade some plastics, difficult to achieve sufficiently high dose for sterilization using hospital equipment, low range of electrons forces an inline process limiting throughput |
| UV sterilization                   | UV sources are ubiquitous, inexpensive | Unclear if UV sterilizes throughout the thickness of the mask; requires line of sight; masks must be removed from biosafety container and handled individually |
| Dry heating                        | Ovens are cheap and plentiful | Many materials are temperature sensitive and not all materials in N95 masks are safe for heating; masks must be removed from biosafety container and handled individually |
| Steam heating                      |                                                                 |                                                                 |
| Vaporized Hydrogen Peroxide       | Shown to work well, possibilities for batch processing | Tarnishes metal components; masks must be removed from biosafety container and handled individually |
| EtO (ethylene oxide)               | Used widely in healthcare sterilization | Tarnishes metal components; limited throughput |
| Microwave oven                     | Quick, cheap, and easy | Melted and destroyed tested mask models |
Gamma irradiation has a significant logistical advantage over other sterilization methods in that the soiled masks can be packaged and sealed in a container, brought to the gamma source, sterilized, and then removed without having to be unsealed (assuming the container could tolerate 10 kGy, and is not made of a high Z material). This could reduce the biosafety logistics surrounding sterilization as compared to UV, ovens, and chemical techniques. With the increasing evidence in recent days for the airborne transmission of SARS-CoV2, there is likely a need for biosafety level 3 management of soiled masks. Individual masks could also be bagged and labeled separately within the container.

$^{60}$Co sources are often used in radiation therapy, food sterilization, and in basic science. Many hospitals across the world have access to $^{60}$Co sources as they are widely used for radiotherapy. However, $^{60}$Co sources decline in dose over time (half life = 5.6 years), so older units may not be able to provide a sufficient dose for mass sterilization. There are other sources for generating high energy gamma rays besides $^{60}$Co and our results on the operational survivability of the masks are applicable to any sterilization procedure with an equivalent dose and energy spectrum.

It should be emphasized that sterilization using gamma rays does not leave the masks radioactive. Specifically, the 1.17 and 1.33 MeV gamma rays emitted by $^{60}$Co as it decays will not induce secondary activation within the mask. This is in contradistinction to proton or neutron sources that could conceivably cause this effect.

### Methods

A set of five each of 3M 8210 and 9105 “duckbill” masks were irradiated to doses of 10 kGy and 50 kGy using a Gammacell 220 Excel Irradiator at MIT. The chamber in the irradiator is approximately 6 inches in diameter and 8 inches tall. Since the most radio-opaque component in the masks is a thin aluminum nose piece, which is still essentially transparent to the ~1.3 MeV photons produced in $^{60}$Co decay, the dose throughout the chamber should be fairly uniform.

The masks received either 10 kGy or 50 kGy of radiation emitted from the pencil rods in a circular pattern, at a dose rate of 2.2 kGy per hour. Dose variability was ≤10%, based on previous characterization of this source. Spacers were used to position the masks in the most uniform flux region — if the chamber were fully packed the dose variability would be closer to 15%, and approximately 100 masks could be fit in the chamber.

The OSHA-approved Gerson Qualitative Fit Test [7] QLFT 50 (saccharin apparatus) was utilized at Brigham and Women’s Hospital to check whether the masks suffered degradation during irradiation. Three masks of each type were tested at each dose level; all tests were performed blind on the subject. The test subject (M. P. S.) was first checked for taste sensitivity to saccharin using a dilute saccharin mist (eight sprays were sufficient to induce a clear taste sensation). Then, the fit test was repeated for each mask, handed to the test subject who was facing away from the masks to help exclude detection bias from the results. Masks from the three dose categories were tested in a random order. One test had to be repeated due to improper donning of the mask.

### Table 2. Number of masks of each type tested.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mask Type</th>
<th>Dose (kGy)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3M 9105</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3M 8210</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ One mask in this category was improperly donned by the subject.

The masks that were not used in the qualitative fit test were tested for their particulate filtering efficiency at MIT (masks used in the qualitative fit test were not brought to MIT in an attempt to adhere to social distancing guidelines).

The masks were inserted into a specialized air duct, and ambient particulate matter was flowed through the duct (through the filter), with a pressure differential of approximately 175 pascals at 0.4 m/s face velocity. 0.3, 0.5, and 1 µm particles were tested, and the filtering efficiency was measured using an optical particle counter (Aerotrak 9306, TSI Inc.).

### Results
Table 3. Ambient particulate matter filtration efficiency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mask</th>
<th>0.3 µm</th>
<th>0.5 µm</th>
<th>1 µm</th>
<th>ΔP (pa)</th>
<th>T(°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9105 - 0 kGy</td>
<td>85.9%</td>
<td>89.5%</td>
<td>94.3%</td>
<td>175.5</td>
<td>23.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9105 - 10 kGy</td>
<td>28.3%</td>
<td>38.6%</td>
<td>74.3%</td>
<td>176.8</td>
<td>23.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9105 - 50 kGy</td>
<td>24.8%</td>
<td>36.7%</td>
<td>69.5%</td>
<td>176.8</td>
<td>23.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8210 - 0 kGy</td>
<td>88.1%</td>
<td>91.4%</td>
<td>89.2%</td>
<td>173.9</td>
<td>22.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8210 - 10 kGy</td>
<td>35.2%</td>
<td>45.0%</td>
<td>81.0%</td>
<td>179.2</td>
<td>23.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Quantitative filtering efficiency of gamma-irradiated N95 masks

![Fig. 2. Filtering efficiency](image)

Discussion

While disposable N95 masks remain functional as per an qualitative fit test after receiving both 10 kGy and 50 kGy doses of gamma radiation, the fact that their measured partic-
ular filtering efficiency declined so severely suggests against using ionizing radiation as a method of mask sterilization. The small particle filtration properties of a mask are provided by primarily electrostatic, rather than mechanical processes, so it is likely that the ionizing radiation is discharging the mask.

Furthermore, the fact that the masks continued to pass the qualitative fit test even after being irradiated is a significant finding, and suggests that the qualitative fit test alone cannot be used to assess the success or failure of an N95 sterilization procedure.
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